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Teacher For Early Years

What are they learning?
Ask the teacher for a curriculum overview (learning intentions) at the beginning of each
term. If they don’t have a paper or digital copy, arrange a meeting to allow you to gain further
information.

CREATING A LEARNER:

Students need to know or should expect that learning should be difficult, If it’s too easy,
they probably aren’t learning anything new. They need to understand that all learners,
no matter what age, will come across unavoidable challenges when learning. More
information about Positive Mindset can be found on page 33.

GETTING STARTED
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Children learn best by being active learners, rather
than passive. Their knowledge will have a better
chance of becoming embedded if they have the
opportunity to put into practise what they have learnt
and are given the chance to teach and share their
understanding with others.
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It is imperative that you are able to monitor your little learner and ensure you don’t push
them so hard that they grow to resent homework and learning. Our goal is to cultivate
curious minds and develop a lifelong love of learning.

GOOD LEARNERS:
•

Use what they have learnt.

•

Know that their brain needs to be exercised.

•

Build on their learning.

•

Make mistakes work for them, not against them.

•

Apply multiple ways to solve a problem.

•

Keep learning.

•

Make knowledge their own.

•

Gather information from a variety of sources.

•

Know the power of the word ‘YET’.

Specialised Edition

GETTING STARTED:
THE FIRST SESSION

This is the time to start building a
relationship and rapport with your
learner – the more you get along,
the better the results!

Introduce yourself – tell the child (and parent) some information about yourself and your
interests.
“I am studying to be a teacher and so excited to put my training into action/I
have been teaching for X years and love seeing those lightbulb moments
when children are making connections and learning something new.”
Talk with the child to identify their interests, strengths, needs and goals. Do they know
what they are good at and what they need to work on?

Tea
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What do you like to do in your spare time? What are you finding difficult/
easy at school? What do you want to get better at?

Assure them that you are there to help them and that today you will be just asking some
questions to identify goals and to plan for the next session.

ENGLISH FOCUS – This may take more than one session:

Assess letter/sound awareness for students in Foundation or if they are really
struggling in Year One/Two. (Be sure to check upper and lowercase formation). This
takes a long time, so they will most likely need a brain break (See Brain Break ideas
on page 20, alphabet flashcards on page 218-224 and letter/sound assessment on
page 225).
Collect a writing sample for Foundation – Year Two students. Depending on child’s
age and ability, this might be just squiggles, their name, a few familiar words or a
recount of their day. Observe pencil grip, writing conventions (left to right, top to bottom,
spaces between words), letter formation, spelling, sequence of ideas, punctuation, etc.,
and use this to focus on for the next session.

Use a picture book to assess print concepts for Foundation – Year Two students,
to identify what they know about books and early print conventions (see checklist on
page 224). If you are supporting reading, read the book and then ask child to complete
a retell storyboard (Use template in the appendix – easy version on page 248 or harder
version on page 249 to assess comprehension skills. This could also be used as a
writing sample to identify writing goals (see above).

14
GETTING STARTED
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Complete Two stars and a Wish to help them identify their strengths and
weaknesses in their learning (see explanation on page 21).
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Crossing the Midline
Crossing the midline happens when your child moves their
arm or leg across the imaginary line down the middle of their
body. If a child is having difficulty crossing the midline, this
may mean they are finding it difficult to use both sides of the
body together. This can result in difficulties in a variety of
educational experiences including but not limited to writing,
cutting, and tracking words on a page. It can also affect gross
motor skills including crawling and reaching, skipping, and
kicking a ball.
Activities to support crossing the midline:
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Touch your left shoulder/ear/foot with your right hand and vice versa.

Sit cross-legged on the ground and pass a tennis ball around the body.

Stand up, legs together, and pass a tennis ball around the waist and knees.

Holistic support

27

Open legs, pass tennis ball between legs in a figure-eight motion.

Sit cross-legged on the ground, back-to-back with child, pass a soccer ball around to each
other using two hands on the ball.
Brush teeth and hair.

Participate in dancing and yoga.

Sit and use dancing streamers, waving them all around the body.
Climb rock walls.
Use hula hoops.

Kick a ball at a target with an inner foot, sideways kick.

Ask the child to kneel on the floor, throw a ball to them standing slightly to the side so they
have to reach across their own body to catch.
Play Simon Says and make sure the movement instructions cross the midline.
Stand in the middle of the coffee table, trace finger from one end to the other, repeat with

the other hand.
Cross over walking: Lay a rope on the ground or draw a line with chalk. Let the children
walk with their left foot on the right side of the rope and their right foot should only land on
the left side of the rope.
Stand up straight, touch right elbow on lifted left knee and vice versa.
Learn the Nutbush!
Alternate hands when completing tables activities such as puzzles, sticking and removing
stickers, eating with cutlery.
Put left glove on with right hand and vice versa.
Crawling, marching and monkey walking.
Skipping with and without a rope (five + years).
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Making the Most of
Learning Opportunities
Do you have a spare few minutes?
Play games or have a conversation using the ideas listed below. Encourage parents to explore
these when children are in the car or the bath. These suggestions are great for Foundation to
Year Two students.
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Guess My Word – Give your child clues about the word you are thinking
of: it rhymes with, it starts with, it is the colour blue, it could be used to
describe, a synonym is (word with the same meaning), an antonym is
(word having the opposite meaning).

Other Words For – Pick a word (e.g., small), make a list of synonyms.
Other suggestions for overused words - said, went, put, then, big, nice,
etc. This is explained in more detail on page 90.

Flash Cards – Make high-frequency/sight word flashcards by cutting up
cardboard and keeping a set in the car and/or around the house. Do the
same with new vocabulary words they have learnt and written in their
Word Bank books or spelling words.

Rhyme It, Syllable Count, Odd One Out, Give Me Five, Count My
Words, Tongue Twisters, Twenty Questions – all explained in the
Speaking and Listening section on pages 38-43.

Licence Plates – Use licence plates and race each other to find all the
letters of the alphabet, in order, or all the numbers from zero to nine.

How Many – How many words can you think of that start with /s/? or /ch/? How many animals
can you list that are carnivores? (meat-eaters). How many shop names can you think of?

True or False – Using a variety of questions (e.g., A horse has a tail?
Boys are always taller than girls? A tiger has spots?).

Eye Spy – Can be adapted in a variety of ways. Using initial letter
(it starts with the letter t), initial sound (it starts with the sound /t/), starting
to blend letters (using two letters – It starts with the blend /dr/), or end
sounds, (it ends with the sound /t/).

34
holistic support
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QUESTIONING GAMES

Twenty Questions

Pick a mystery object
according to a category
(food/animal/place etc.).
One player to ask up to 20
questions and the answer
can only be ‘yes’ or ‘no’.

Celebrity heads

The child is given a famous
person or character to
guess. Questions can only
be “yes” or “no” answers.

Speaking and listening

42

Guess Who?
Boardgame

This game provides
lots of opportunities for
questioning, speaking
and critical thinking.
Recommended for 6+.
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The lion is the king of the jungle.
Why is the lion the king of the
jungle?
Get the king of the jungle and
bring him to me!

Questions, commands and
statements

These sentence types need to be explicitly
taught. Questionsare when we are asking
something, commands order or advise
someone to do something and statements
tell us something.

Question Dice

Use labels to turn a dice into a 5W’s
+ H question cube to use after each
story or event.
1 = Who, 2 = When, 3 = What, 4 =
Where, 5 = Why, 6 = How questions

USE YOUR BODY

Body Language Detective
Explore different ways of expressing
emotions, including body language
and facial expressions. Take turns to
guess what emotion the other person
is trying to relay without speaking.

Sign Language
Learn some sign language, make
up your own secret hand signals
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Aa
`

Early Years Oral Bb
Language Screener

Take the time each day to really listen to and observe your little learner, use this screener
for goals to work towards by the end of Year Two.
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Vocabulary: DOES YOUR CHILD...

With support

Independently
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Use a variety of words to express ideas

44

Recall words and ideas readily
Use correct pronoun (he/she)

Use correct plural and tense (past, present, future)
Match pictures or items with appropriate words
Use new vocabulary learnt from
texts and conversations

Sentence conventions / expression:
DOES YOUR CHILD...

Form lengthy, well-constructed sentences

Use correct prepositions
(positional words - under/next to/behind, etc.)

Use correct grammar, saying words in the correct order
Accurately repeat sentences that were heard
Receptive language:DOES YOUR CHILD...
Correctly follow two or more spoken instructions
Recall information, keeping track of the ideas mentioned in
a story they heard
Respond to a story, demonstrating understanding of the
sequence of events and main characters
Respond with answers that fit with the topic or story
(literal and inferential comprehension). See page 56
for sample questions.

Speaking and listening

Speak clearly with appropriate volume and vocabulary

Teacher For Early Years
Not only do we need to teach individual letters and sounds, but also blends (two or
more letters making separate sounds) and digraphs (two letters making one sound).
Once your child knows some letters and sounds, they can start learning to blend letters
together to make words.

Suggested order of learning letters and sounds
s, a, t, p, i, n (use this knowledge to start writing 2 and 3 letter words – sat, is etc)
c, k, e, h, r, m, d
g, o, u, l, f, b
ai, j, oa, ie, ee, or
z, w, ng, v, oo (long sound as in ‘boot’), oo (short sound as in ‘book’)
y, x, ch, sh, th, (soft sound as in ‘thong’), th ( hard sound, as in ‘this’), wh
qu, ou, oi, ue, er, ar
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Some examples of blends

bl, cl, pl, gl, sl, br, cr, dr, fr, tr, mp, ld, nd, squ, tch spr, str,

Reading

50

Some examples of digraphs

sh, ch, th, wh, qu, ph, oo, ng, oa, ee, ea, au

Confusing Letters

Many letters in the English alphabet look similar. A large number of children will struggle
to distinguish the difference between these confusing letters. They must be given the
opportunity to explore same and different by comparing, sorting, and matching objects.
More information can be found about this in Beginning Mathematical Processes
starting on page 106. Confusing letters include b/d, p/q, m/w, i/j, f/t and u/n. Please
remember that letter reversals are age-appropriate in Foundation but by Year Two,
children should be writing most letters in the correct direction and formation.

b

d

p

q
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Supporting Your Year 2 Reader
(Check that they have mastered all the skills mentioned previously and continue
to build on these)
Answer direct/literal (information straight from the text) and inferential (using clues from the
text and their own prior knowledge) comprehension questions (see page 56 for ideas).
Retell texts using correct sequence, vocabulary from the text and characters’ names.
Help them to make connections between texts and their own experiences (see page 53).
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Fluently read a wider variety of texts (poems, jokes, letters, procedures, information
reports, expositions, narratives).
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Discuss the structure (how it is written), features (vocabulary) and purpose (reason for
writing) and intended audience of a variety of texts. See structure and features of some
familiar texts in the appendix – page 240-259.

Identify quotation (speech) marks, commas, brackets, apostrophes, ellipses (...) as well as
other basic punctuation marks and discuss purpose.
Compare similarities and differences between characters and different texts on a similar
topic using Venn Diagrams (see page 232).
Make possible predictions for alternative choices the characters could have made.
Point out, discuss, explore nouns, verbs, adjectives, adverbs and conjunctions.

Expand vocabulary using dictionaries and thesaurus’ and add new words to Word Bank
Book.
Explore print concepts including table of contents, index, headings, subheadings, glossary,
tables and diagrams.
Discuss and identify figurative language (see page 86)and character development as a
strategy that authors use to make their writing more exciting.
Use a range of decoding strategies independently (see poster on page 58).
Learn to summarise and take notes about key facts learnt after reading non-fiction texts.
Explore opinion vs fact, e.g., Zebras are cute vs zebras are a four legged creature.
Use a variety of comprehension strategies such as visualising an unseen text, using
graphic organisers, summarising key info, retelling, making predictions, inferring, making
connections (see pages 56-58).

55
Reading

Compare texts – read a variety of texts (narrative/information report/recipe) about the
same topic and compare them for similarities and differences. For example, Tiddalik
The Frog (narrative), Poison Dart Frogs (information report) and Frog’s Legs Soup
(procedure) and compare their structure and features.

Teacher For Early Years

Learning to Read Words

Hands On
Make words with glitter
glue/wool/string/dough,
trace the letters while
saying the letter name
and then the word (c-a-n:
can), write words in sand/
shaving foam/rice.

Reading

61
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Bulls Eye

Hopscotch

Make a hopscotch game
with chalk on concrete,
writing words in each box.

Bingo

Make 3 x 3 grids. Choose 1215 words and write them on
flashcards. Keep them face up,
each player chooses 9 to write
on their game board. Place cards
face down in a pile. Flip over one
card at a time, read and cross off
words. First to cover their board is
the winner.

Write words on flashcards and
stick them to the wall, play
target practise games using
bean bags/balls/nerf guns.

Light Them Up

Write words on sticky
notes and stick them
to the wall. Turn down
the lights and give your
child a torch. Shine the
torch and read each
word.

Colour Time
Write words in large
bubble writing. Colour
them in.

Chop Them Up
Write words on card,
then chop up each
word into pieces to
make a puzzle.
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A Sample List of Rich Texts For the
Early Years
(Organised by suggested focus)
Nothing beats the hard copy of a good book, but if you can’t access it, most of these
are available to view on YouTube.
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Rhyme, Repetition and Vocabulary

Any picture books – Julia Donaldson

•

Edward The Emu, Edwina The Emu – Sheena Knowles and Rod Clement

•

Olga The Brolga – Rod Clement

•

Fancy Nancy series – Jane O’Connor

•

How Do Dinosaurs series – Jane Yolen and Mark Teague

•

Thelma The Unicorn and Pig The Pug series – Aaron Blabey

•

The Bear series, The Wrong Book - Nick Bland

•

Brown Bear, Brown Bear, What Do You See? – Eric Carle

•

The Magic Hat, Where Is The Green Sheep, Time For Bed – Mem Fox

•

Good quality fairy tales

•

There’s A Sea In My Bedroom, Lucy Goosey – Margaret Wild

•

Banjo And Ruby Red – Libby Gleeson

•

Who’s In The Shed – Brenda Parkes

•

Grandpa and Thomas, Mr McGee, The Pear In The Pear Tree – Pamela Allen

•

Duck In A Truck – Jez Alborough

•

Aliens/Dinosaurs Love Underpants – Claire Freedman and Ben Cort

•

We’re Going on a Bear Hunt – Michael Rosen and Helen Oxenbury
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Recount

•

Diary Of A Wombat – Jackie French

•

Sebastian Lives In a Hat – Thelma Catterwell

•

Alexander and the Terrible, Horrible, No Good, Very Bad Day – Judith Viorst

•

Wilfrid Gordon McDonald Partridge – Mem Fox

•

Are We There Yet? – Alison Lester

•

Just Another Ordinary Day – Rod Clements

64
Reading
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Supporting Your Foundation
Aged Writer
(Continue to build on all skills listed earlier)
Use triangular shaped pencils or pencil grips to support correct grasp (page 80).
Model writing left to right, top to bottom. Verbalise writing conventions. ‘I start the
sentence on the left of the line, I always use a capital letter at the start of the sentence and
leave a space between each word. I end each sentence with a mark which can be a full stop,
question mark or exclamation mark.’
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Practise writing their name and other important words at every opportunity.

Use letter cards to play snap, memory, Go Fish or create Bingo games (see pages 218-224).
Encourage children to independently create short texts to communicate ideas.

Writing

71

Explicitly teach rhyme – words that sound the same at the end of the word (but are not
necessarily spelt the same).
Copy words and sentences from favourite books.

Model leaving spaces between words (sometimes a concrete object can support this such as
a popsicle stick).
Point out and discuss punctuation marks and their purpose.

Hang important words around their desk/room so they can easily access them (mum/dad/
pet’s name, etc). Encourage children to start labelling their pictures.

Always support students to read their writing aloud. Make a few corrections at this age but
don’t go over the top or students may become reluctant to have a go.
Buy write on/wipe off books from stores or make your own whiteboard using a blank piece of
paper in a clear plastic sleeve. Write their name/sight words on the paper for them to trace
over. Remind children that all lowercase letters start from the top and go down, apart from ‘e’
and ‘d’ as they start in the middle of the letter.
Encourage students to write for enjoyment and experiment with letters they know.
Play iPad games and type words using word processing programs (see page 23).
Explore the difference between capital and lowercase letters.
Explicitly teach and play with all 44 sounds exploring one or a few at a time.
SPELL decodable words using known sounds through games and structured activities (e.g.,
it, is, sit) as they learn more and more letters and sounds (see pages 48-50).
Segment sounds in words (sit = /s/ /i/ /t/).
Blend sounds in words (/h/ /a/ /t/ = hat).

Specialised Edition

Supporting Your Year 2 Writer
(Continue to build on all skills listed earlier)
Revise nouns, verbs, adjectives, adverbs, conjunctions and figurative language 
(see Glossary on pages 278-280 and activities on pages 229-231).
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Learn some spelling rules (see page 75).
Use the 5W’s + H questions to enhance writing – Tell me about your trip to the beach:
Who, what, when, where, why, how?
Write using all of the senses: At the beach, what did you see? Hear? Smell? Taste? Touch?

Revise and edit writing to make improvements. See The Writing Process on page 239.
Play word games such as Hangman, Boggle, Junior Scrabble, Up Words.
Buy handwriting books to practise pre-cursive writing.
Publish and display their best work.

Revise vowels and explain why they are important.
Explore compound words (butter + fly = butterfly).

Learn about synonyms and antonyms – create lists and explain that these lists will help
improve our writing.
Put words in alphabetical order.

Write a range of texts including narrative, information reports, procedures,
expositions, poems, recounts etc. See appendix 240-259 forthe generic structure and
features of these texts.
Innovate on favourite texts – change ‘The Boy Who Cried Wolf’ to ‘The Girl Who
cried Shark’ and re-write the story. Other ideas include changing the main character from
female to male, changing the mean wolf to a kind wolf, changing the setting, etc.
Re-write sentences from texts into workbooks and use the Check Your Sentence poster
on page 77 to find and colour coordinate the parts of the sentence e.g., capital letters
= green, end mark = pink etc. When children are confident with this, they should be
encouraged to colour code their own, original sentences.

74
Writing
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Explore a wide range of punctuation marks – including exclamation marks, question marks,
quotation marks, apostrophes, ellipses, commas. See Glossary on page 278-280 and
resources in appendix page 227-228, 234-235.

Teacher For Early Years

Let’s start writing
Support early writing by encouraging lots of mark making, scribbles, tracing or
copying shapes, doodles, painting, drawing and colouring.

Start modelling letters explicitly once your
child shows an interest in letters or once
they start formal schooling. Start with the
letters in their name, teaching correct
upper and lowercase formation. Some
children might start to show an awareness
of letters from two years old, some not until
much later.

Writing

80
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There are many
programs available
to support learning
letters and sounds
(Soundwaves, Thrass,
Jolly Phonics). Many of these programs
incorporate letters, images and a chant to
support multiple learning styles.

Remember all children are
different, some children will
take a week to learn a new
letter, some more than a
week and some less.

Use the fine motor support suggestions
on pages 30-31 to promote hand dexterity
and get little hands ready for writing. Most
children will need to be shown how to hold
a pencil correctly.

1-1/2 years
Cylindrical Grasp

2-3 years
Digital Grasp

3 1/2 - 4 years
Modified Tripod
Grasp

4 1/2 years onwards
Tripod Grasp

5 years onwards
4 1/2
years onwards
Dynamic Tripod
Quadrupod
Grasp
Grasp
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OPINIONS
Write about the world’s best
pet, animal or playground.

What are the positives
and negatives of
being famous?

How do you feel about grocery
shopping? What about spiders?
“In my opinion...”

PROCEDURES
Write instructions for a game, how to cook an egg, how to be
a good mum, how to plant a bean seed, how to ride a bike.
Use generic structure on pages 244-245.

EXPLANATIONS

Tea
c

Draw a timeline of events (how does an orange at a farm
become juice at my home?).
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Explain a better material for the three little pigs to build a
house from.

REPORTS

POEMS

Use simple rhyming words and innovate on
nursery rhymes by changing words/characters
and settings.

e.g.:

RECOUNT
Write about events – give sentence starters
(On the weekend, I/ At the Zoo, I).

Write a journal pretending to be a character
from a story.

Respond to stories or learning – This week,
I learnt...

Keep a journal of all the things that happened
that week or of daily reflections.

NARRATIVES
Re-write and illustrate favourite stories.
Create their own fictional story using
a picture or event as a stimulus – Try
using images or short clips from Pobble
365 and Literacy Shed found online.

Give narrative starters:
• “The boy and girl screamed and ran
out of the house...”
• “He couldn’t believe his eyes...”
• “Footsteps slowly creaked down the
hallway...”
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Writing

Write animal fact sentences about their favourite animal
under headings such as diet, habitat, appearance,
interesting information, etc. Do the same with any of their
interests using appropriate headings.

Teacher For Early Years

Don’t Let The Pigeon
Drive The Bus
by Mo Willems
Read 1. Read for enjoyment, ask some literal comprehension questions:
E.g.,What does the Pigeon want to drive?
Why does the Pigeon become angry during the story? (Easy)
What does the Pigeon do or say to persuade (convince)
the audience to drive the bus? (harder)
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And inferred comprehension questions:

Book By book

101

Why do you think the Pigeon wants to drive the bus?
Where do you think the bus driver went?

Make connections to the text:

What is something you really want to do but aren’t allowed?
Have you ever been on a bus?

Read 2. Write a character description for the pigeon. Focus on inner and outer character
traits. Inner traits include behaviours and mannerisms (cheeky, persuasive etc), outer
traits are those we can observe by looking at him (feathers, beak, two legs etc).
Read 3. Draw pictures for the pigeon
depicting each of the emotions he went
through. Label each picture.
Read 4. Create a For and Against T chart
and give at least three reasons why the
pigeon should/should not drive the bus.
Use these points to write an exposition.
See examples in appendix pages 250–
255.
FOR

AGAINST

He deserves a
chance

He doesn’t have
hands to control
the wheel

He might be
really good

He won’t be able
to reach the
pedals

EXTENSION FOR YEAR 2
Focus on the word pigeon – read the
word slowly, discuss hard and soft ‘g.’
Explain that sometimes but not always,
if ‘g’ is followed by an ‘e’, ‘i’ or ‘y’ the ‘g’
will make a soft sound /j/. Brainstorm
some other words with a soft ‘g’ (giraffe,
gem, gym, gentle, germ, gypsy, giant,
ginger). Write these in Word bank book.
Alternatively, look at the contraction
‘don’t’ and explain that before it was
contracted to one word, we said ‘do
not.’ Play an online contraction game –
search for contraction games online or
head to www.learninggamesforkids.com

Specialised Edition

&
mathematics Numbers
algebra
Mathematics has its own language with a vast array of different terminology that children must
master. Please remember that children learn best through repetition so repeat, repeat, repeat.

Beginning Mathematical Processes:
The earliest phases of mathematical understanding.

Children need to be able to master the following
skills in the early stages of mathematics:
1. Determining attributes

4. Comparing

2. Matching

5. Ordering

3. Sorting

6. Patterning

Tea
c

her ATTRIBUTES
1. DETERMINING

Let’s explore each of these processes in more detail:

Supporting vocabulary development is the most important part of being able to describe
attributes or qualities of objects. Children should be encouraged to use all their senses when
describing attributes. This will assist them with identifying similarities and differences.
Explore: Encourage this language, in everyday conversations, as
much as possible.
SIGHT

TOUCH

SOUND

TASTE

SMELL

colour

hot/cold

loud/soft

sweet/sour

strong/weak

size

roguh/smooth

noisy/quiet

delicious

sweet

shape

heavy/light

high/low

salty

fragrant

2. MATCHING

Matching is an important process that supports children’s
ability to find likeness or sameness to an object’s attributes.
(Starting from around two years old).

Explore: Play lots of matching games:
Can you make/copy this sound? Clap,
play music on instruments or make noises
with your mouth (this also supports early
listening skills).
Can you find two things that are the same
colour in this magazine? At the hardware
store - can you find the same colour paint
sample as mine?
Can you find the puzzle piece to match this
space? (start with inset puzzles).

Play games such as Follow the Leader,
Concentration (Memory), Simon Says or Snap.
Point out ‘sameness’ in the world, “Look, that
girl is wearing the same colour dress as you!”
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(Starting from around one year old).

Teacher For Early Years

Supporting Your Early Mathematician:
YEARS
0 - 4 Years
Please use these activity ideas to support your young child to build upon their
knowledge at their own pace.
Explore the six Beginning Mathematical Processes explained on the previous pages,
as this will support all areas of mathematical understanding.
Count orally to three/five/ten forwards and backwards:

Number: 0-4 years

112
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Count down (backwards) to signal the end of an event. E.g., bath time/car ride.

Count in your everyday life, E.g., count aloud to play hide and seek, count how long it
takes to change a nappy, count tomatoes on the vine etc.
Count fingers and toes.

Count aloud – One, mmmmm, three and ask what number was missing - count aloud
to five incorrectly, ask the child to help fix the mistake.

Stress that when we are counting, we are saying NUMBERS (many children confuse
letters and numbers).
Explore the word ‘order’. Teach children that numbers are counted in order, and that
the order doesn’t change.

Sing number rhymes using bodies and fingers such as:
Dr Knickerbocker
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, Once I Caught a Fish Alive
Five Little Ducks
Five Cheeky Monkeys

Five Little Speckled Frogs
Five Fat Sausages
One, Two, Buckle my Shoe

Check out Super Simple Songs, Bounce Patrol or The Wiggles on YouTube for number rhymes.

Specialised Edition
Subitize: Sight recognition of quantity or the ability to give the number in a
collection without counting objects individually (this is an important part of
mathematical development):
Play board games with dice (Orchard Games are great for 3+).
Play dominoes.
Learn dot (dice) patterns to ten through games and flashcards.
Play movement games with dice (roll dice, do that many
actions).
Play dice craft games – use a blank template (e.g., ladybird), roll a dice and draw
corresponding number of spots on the ladybird. Could use rolled up balls of playdough
instead of drawing spots, as this will support fine motor development.

Tea
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Show a variety of dot patterns to ten and encourage children to use the language of
“How do you know?” to demonstrate understanding. E.g., “I know there are nine dots,
because five and five makes ten, but one dot is missing. I know there is nine dots,
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because three and three and three are nine.”

Flash dot cards using different arrangements of numbers (see some samples below

and flashcards in appendix pages 262-265) for children to practise instant recognition.

Caldwell pattern – rows of 3, very easy on the eye

Odd and Even pattern – gets longer and longer

Show multiple ways to represent the same
number. Ask “How many dots are there? How
do you know? How do you see them?”
Compare dot cards showing more and less.

easy comparison

harder comparison

Number: foundation

Domino arrangement

120

Teacher For Early Years

After exploring bundling sticks, introduce MAB/base 10 blocks (most
schools will have these – traditionally made from wood but now you can
get plastic versions). Children need to know what these are and ideally
have a good chance to use them, before moving on to the paper version
(see a printable version on page 271). If the child is not using these
at school, it may be worthwhile watching some videos on YouTube to
explore these blocks.

Number: YEAR 1

130

MAB blocks (like bundling sticks) are a fantastic way
for children to explore numbers, as they help to create
a visual of the value or amount in each number. They
support the understanding of place value (the value
of each digit in the number), partitioning (breaking
the number into tens and ones), regrouping/trading
(swapping ten ones for one stick of ten) and facilitate an
early awareness of algorithms (addition and subtraction).
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These are available to purchase online; however, they are not cheap. In the appendix,
you will find a printable version of MAB’s. Photocopy and laminate these and use them to
make 2-digit numbers (see page 271). Remember, children should have had a chance to
use these manipulatives before using the paper version.

ONES

TENS

tens (sticks)

ones (units)

hundreds (flats)

Use these in the same way as the bundling sticks were used.

Specialised Edition

Make tally mark flash cards with child (aim for ten matches at a time)
Flash them to practise instant recognition or match them with numeral flashcards.
To extend, add in number word cards.

18

Tea
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/
////
/////
/
//// ///

Explore Addition and Subtraction strategies

1

Draw a picture

11

Near Doubles (using small numbers)

2

Word problems

12

Look for Friendly Pairs

3

Count on

13

Use a 100s grid to solve algorithms

4

Use one ten frame

14

Finding the Difference (using small

Use two ten frames
6 Number lines

numbers)

5

7

Addition to Ten/Rainbow Facts

8

Think Big, Count Small

9

Doubles

10 Extending Addition

15

Extending Doubles Using Multiples of Ten
(extension for Year 1)

to Ten/Rainbow Facts

Explore odd and even numbers
What do even numbers always end in?
Use counters, Lego, blocks, magnets and illustrations, to
model pairs/partners and odd one out. Use language such
as “Which one is alone? Which one does not have a pair or
partner? Which is the odd one out?”

136
Number: YEAR 1
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Please see page 152–165 for clear explanations of Addition Strategies
which have been organised according to level of difficulty – children in
Year One should be exposed to the following:

Teacher For Early Years
Continue to use Five and Ten Frames (please see explanation on page 121 and
template on page 267).
Consolidate use of five frame for those still needing support to understand
the number five and how it is made using parts
“This frame shows three dots, I know that instantly
because it is two less than five”
Use a ten frame to consolidate addition to ten, this is extremely important
and will help develop a number sense within the context of ten, but also
later, to 100. The relationship between ten and numbers less than ten, will
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become apparent via the visual of the frame

Use various arrangements of counters on the ten frames to prompt mental images of
calculations to ten. E.g., This ten frame has two dots missing, ten take away two is

140

eight, or two less than ten is eight.

Hold up numeral cards to 20 and beyond for children to

Number: YEAR 1

make numbers on two blank ten frames. Use this learning to
support understanding of teen numbers – 18 is the same as
10 and 8.

Use two different coloured counters to make addition to ten
– I have a full ten frame, some counters are red, some are
yellow – how many of each could be in my frame?

Use frames to demonstrate simple addition and subtraction
problems.

e.g., Show me 5 + 4

Use multiple ten frames as a visual to support partitioning numbers
54 is the same as 5 tens and 4 ones

Use multiple ten frames to prove facts about numbers
Which number is larger 13 or 31?

Specialised Edition

Draw a picture

Represent addition and subtraction problems using
illustrations.

EXPLORE

SAY

Draw a picture to match and help solve the
problem. Encourage the child to verbalise
their thinking when working out the answer,
by first considering - is it addition or
subtraction and why?

Can you draw a picture to show this
story? What kind of calculation would
it be? (addition or subtraction). How do
you know? (E.g., I know this because I
heard the words... and ...)

SAMPLE QUESTIONS:

Tea
c

Kate ate 3 cookies and Mel ate 3 cookies. How many cookies did they eat altogether?

4 people were on the bus and then 5 more got on. How many people were on the bus
altogether?
There were 7 birds in a tree but 3 flew away. How many birds were still in the tree?
Murphy the dog got 2 dog treats for being a good boy. He then snuck 6 more. How
many treats did he eat altogether?

Remind children that we can use any easy to draw shape (i.e., a circle, rather than
drawing people or birds) to represent the parts of the problem and make this strategy
faster.
To extend (Year Two): Correct this number sentence (equation) by drawing a picture (use
MAB blocks) 80 + 60 = 8060

153
Problem solving
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Teacher For Early Years

Addition to Ten/Rainbow Facts
Children should be able to instantly recall addition facts where two numbers add together
to make ten. These are also sometimes called Rainbow Facts as the image of the rainbow
supports us to make connections between numbers.

EXPLORE

SAY

Start exploring this strategy using fingers
and then moving to ten frames. Introduce the
rainbow (see below) as another visual strategy.
Some children will learn best by writing these
facts out and memorising them.

I have 10 fingers altogether; I am going
to put up 7 of them. If I put 7 up, how
many are down? Yes, 7 and 3 are a
pair of numbers that make 10 (repeat
with all combinations).
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SAMPLE QUESTIONS:

Problem solving
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When adding two numbers together to make 10, what number pairs up with 0? 1?
2? 3? 4? 5? 6? 7? 8? 9? 10?
(E.g., If x fingers are up, how many are down? If there are x counters on my ten
frame, how many more would I need to make 10?)

Using concrete materials

Use 10 bowling pins – roll the ball, how many are up and how many are down? Write the
sum.
Prepare 10 tennis balls and a bucket. Throw balls in the bucket and work out calculations –
if 4 are out of the bucket, how many are in? If 2 are in, how many are out?

Keep practising this until they can instantly recall
pairs of numbers that add together to make ten.

Specialised Edition

Extending Doubles
Using Multiples of Ten
Children should be able to make a link between Doubles facts using single digits, and doubles
facts using multiples of ten.
EXPLORE
We have learnt that we can extend on our
Addition to Ten facts using multiples of ten,
or numbers that we say when we count in tens
(e.g., 3 + 7 = 10, so 30 + 70 = 100). We can
do the same with Doubles facts. Children will
benefit from using bundling sticks and MAB
blocks to reinforce this concept.

Tea
c

SAY
Today we are going to revise Doubles
facts and apply this strategy to larger
numbers. We know that 2 + 2 = 4, so
we can use this knowledge to work
out 2 tens + 2 tens. How many tens
would I have? What about 5 tens + 5
tens?

1 + 1 = 2, so 1 ten + 1 ten = 2 tens. This is the
same as 10 + 10 = 20.
6 + 6 = 12, so 6 tens + 6 tens = 12 tens.
12 tens is the same as 120. We can check by
counting in tens, twelve times.
9 + 9 = 18, so 9 tens + 9 tens = 18 tens. 18
tens is the same as 180. We can check by
counting in tens, eighteen times.
8 + 8 = 16, so 80 (8 tens) + 80 (8 tens) will
equal 16 tens or 160.

165
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SAMPLE QUESTIONS:

Teacher For Early Years

Vertical addition and subtraction
(with trading/regrouping)
When completing vertical addition and subtraction, always calculate the ones first. Children need
to be able to swap 10 ones for 1 stick/bundle of ten using MAB blocks or bundling sticks, as this
is the beginning of regrouping/trading. More information about MAB blocks and bundling sticks
can be found in Supporting Your Year One and Two Learners on pages 128-132 and 144-146.

EXPLORE

Problem solving
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SAY

Write some vertical addition
equations in grid books. Model
how to line up tens and ones
using grid spaces. Remember
one digit, per grid space. Write
rule together – ALWAYS ADD
THE ONES column FIRST.

Today we are going to write equations in our grid
book. We need to be careful how we write the
numbers as we need to line up the tens and ones
in each number. Let’s write the rule at the top of
our page first – Always add and subtract the ones
column first.
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SAMPLE QUESTIONS:

49
+ 15

28
+ 64

37
+ 15

Let’s start with the sum 59 + 26 = ___

We will write these two numbers, one on top of the
other, then we will write the symbol (addition or
subtraction) on the left side of the bottom number. (It
would be helpful to draw a chart above the tens and
ones and label each column when they are starting
out – see below in blue). Remember, we always add
the ones first.
Today when we add the ones, our answer will be
more than 9. We will need to work out how many
tens and ones in the answer, then trade the ten to
the tens column and only write the leftover ones in
the ones column (see sample below).

Model this equation and explain:
I added 9 ones and 6 ones and the answer was
15. I know that 15 is made using 1 ten and 5
ones, so I need to move the 1 ten to the tens
column and only leave the 5 ones under the
ones column. Then I add the tens: 5 + 2 + 1.

Specialised Edition

Multiplication and Division Strategies
These strategies should be used with Year Two students.
Remember to listen for key words:
Multiplication Groups of, teams of, bunches of, rows of, bags of, multiply,
times, lots of, array, altogether
Division

Shared between, shared equally, halved, divided, split,
goes into, equal groups

Tea
c

EARLY SUPPORT:

Practise skip counting to 100 and beyond in twos, fives and tens (extension - 3’s).

Help your child to represent multiplication in a variety of ways (see this section for a
variety of representations).

We use repeated addition as an introduction to multiplication, as children should already be very
familiar with addition.
EXPLORE

Using repeated addition means
adding the same number repeatedly,
or over and over. We use it when
there is the same amount in each
group.

SAY

There were 3 trees with 7 birds in each, how
many birds altogether? Because it is not easy
to skip count in 7’s, we could use repeated
addition to solve this
7+7+7=

176
Problem solving
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Remind your child that we use multiplication when we have groups with an equal
amount in each group.

Teacher For Early Years

number sentences

Practise writing and working out equations.

EXPLORE

SAY

Children should have had multiple and extended
periods of time exploring all of the previously mentioned
strategies. They must have that visual representation to
refer to, before they start memorising multiplication facts
(times tables).

Today, we are going
to practise number
sentences/equations
using the multiplication
symbol.

SAMPLE QUESTIONS:
Please note: Children do NOT need to have times tables memorised by the end of Year Two.
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Write out times tables – 2 x’s tables, 5 x’s tables, 10 x’s tables before moving on to other
numbers
Listen to multiplication CD’s or songs on YouTube

Problem solving
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Roll a dice twice or pull out two playing cards from a deck (take out face cards and Aces).
Write down the two numbers shown e.g., 6 and 3. Turn it into a multiplication problem: 6 x 3
or 3 x 6 =

Show images of equal groups for children to write a matching multiplication sentence.

b

a
3 x 3 = 9
d

c

2

=

e

3

=

4 =
f

=

=

Specialised Edition

Using A Deck of Cards
(Remove face cards)

Number:
Using one set of cards from Ace (acting as one) to nine, pull out two or three cards. Make
two or three-digit numbers and represent (make) using MAB blocks (see page 271).

Comparing:
Using one set of cards from Ace (acting as one) to nine, pull out three cards and ask threedigit number questions - What possible combinations of numbers can you make using the
three cards you pulled out? What is the biggest/smallest number you can make? How do
you know?

Tea
c

Algorithms:

Pull out two cards, use numbers to write a word problem (see page 155).

Pull out two cards: What is the difference between the two numbers? Remind students that
the easiest way to find the difference is to count up (from the smallest number to the largest
if they are close together) or subtract the smaller amount from the bigger amount. See
page 164.
Pull out two cards: Can you multiply them?
Make to Ten game - Remove face cards and tens for this game. Shuffle the cards and lay
out twelve cards face down, in a 4 by 3 grid on the table. Leave the leftover cards in a pile.
Player one chooses two cards from the grid then adds the cards together. If the sum of the
two cards is 10, player one gets to keep the cards and replaces the empty spaces with two
new cards from the pile. Keep playing until all combinations have been collected.
Pull out four cards and make two, two-digit numbers. Add or subtract numbers using one of
the problem-solving strategies explained on pages 159-165.
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Teacher For Early Years

EXTRA Important
Mathematical Learning in F – 2
Learn days of the week, months and seasons of the year.
Learn the number of days in each month.
Learn the rhyme: 30 days
Knuckle mnemonic
has September, April, June
and November. All the rest
have 31, except for February,
which has 28 clear and 29
each leap year.

34
198
Problem solving

maths extras

Make a pattern using
knuckles: Starting on
the left pinky knuckle,
count knuckles as 31
days, depressions
between knuckles as
30 (or 28/29) days.
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Use a calendar to identify the date and link months to seasons.

Tell the time to the hour (Foundation) and half hour (Year 1), quarter past
and quarter to (Year 2) using digital and analogue clocks. Extend to fiveminute intervals when they master the others.

Use the language of time, e.g., tomorrow, yesterday, later, before, after,
morning, afternoon, evening.

Learn left, right, horizontal, vertical,
clockwise and anti-clockwise.

Read and answer questions about simple maps from zoos and theme parks.
Explore North, South, East and West on a map of a country (Year Two).

Use toys or go to the park/playground and give instructions using positional
language, e.g., behind, in front, above, below, next to, between, forwards,
backwards, on, under, over, near, far, close.

Specialised Edition

Foundation Beginning of Year:
One on One Assessment Sample: Number & Algebra
1. Count until I tell you to stop. Accurately counts to _____ . If the child accurately counts
beyond 10: Can they count to 10 starting from 4 ____ and 6 ____.
2.Count backwards from 10_____ 20_____.
3. Names these numerals (use flashcards to 10)

Tea
c

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

4. If accurate, can you put those number cards in order from 1-10
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(give the pile to the child and see if they can put them in order – check they are ordered left – right)

___________

5. How many counters do I have here? 10 _____

205

6. Can you put 5 counters in my hand? _____ Now 10? _____

7. Can you make these bags have the same number of lollies in them?

8. What can you tell me about the lolly bags below?
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
Which one would you like/prefer to have _____
Why? ___________________________________________________________________
1.

2.

assessment

(Did child grab them all, knowing that 10 was the starting number? Did they count on from 5?)

Teacher For Early Years

year 1 ASSESSMENT OVERVIEW
I can...

Date

Date

Date

Count to and from 100, from any starting number.
Count beyond 100.
Demonstrate an understanding of number zero.
Use ordinal numbers to at least 10th place.
Show an understanding of the language – order,
equal, before, after, more, less.
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Locate numbers on a number line.
Identify odd and even numbers.

Order and compare numbers to at least 99.

207

Read and write number words to 100.
Partition numbers using place value
(tens and ones).

assessment

Group collections of objects into sets to facilitate
efficient counting

Investigate and describe number patterns.

Copy, continue and create simple patterns using
objects.
Identify the missing part in number sequences.

Skip count in 2s, 5s and 10s, starting the count
from zero.

Represent and solve simple addition and
subtraction problems using a range of strategies.
Identify representations of one half by splitting
objects or shapes into two equal parts.
Identify representations of one half by sharing a
collection into two equal groups.
Recognise and describe (Australian) coins.
Order coins according to their value.
Please note: The following assessment piece is a sample only and does not cover everything
that needs to be explored and assessed. Use this to identify areas to focus on during learning
sessions.

Specialised Edition

I can write Noun Groups.
We can make our sentences more descriptive using
a cluster of words to describe the noun. Number,
size, colour, taste, temperature, personality and
appearance would be the most commonly used noun
descriptors in the Early Years.

Three tiny, red birds

Write your own noun groups using the following pictures:

Tea
c

I can identify Conjunctions.

Conjunctions in their simplest form, are words that join
sentences together to make a sentence more interesting.
Some examples are:
and

because

when

if

or

for

but

nor

then

so

though

yet

Join these sentences using a different conjunction for each one.

1.

I like lions. I like zebras.

2.

I did not eat my dinner. I don’t like pasta.

3. The boy was lost in the woods. His mum called
emergency services.

230
appendix: English
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Teacher For Early Years

I can use Commas to separate list items
within a sentence (Year 2).
RULE: We use commas to separate the items in a list in our sentences.
Put a comma between all items except for the last two. Between the last
two items write the word ‘and’.

Helen likes dogs cats elephants giraffes koalas.
Peter plays football soccer tennis hockey.
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Aaron likes Star Wars Harry Potter Xbox Minecraft
Roblox.

appendix: English

234

Caroline shops at Big W Coles Target K-Mart.

Can you write some of your own sentences?

Specialised Edition

Structure
and Features
The following pages will explore the basic
structure and features of some commonly
used text types for the Early Years. Even in the
foundational years, children should be exposed
to a range of text types and start exploring the
purpose and intended audience of a range of
texts. The following pages will support children
to begin to explore and replicate the generic
structure of a variety of texts.

Tea
c

PURPOSE: Why was it written? Who was it written for?
Refers to a specific reason for writing and intended audience.
STRUCTURE: How is the text built? What is the format?
Refers to the way the text is organised.

When using the words
‘text structure’ in front of
children, use closed fists to
mimic stacking hands one on
top of the other – to make the
link with ‘building’ the text.

FEATURES: What langauge would I hear? What punctuation marks would I see?
Refers to the components of the text.

When discussing
‘features’ of a text, make
hands into binoculars to
make the links with language
and devices they will see and
hear in particular texts.
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TYPE of text: Children need to know that there are many different text types and
that they have identifiable text structures and language features that help the text
to serve its purpose.

Teacher For Early Years

Narrative Planning Template for the Early Years

Beginning - Orientation
Who is in the story?
Characters
Goodies/Baddies
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Where did it happen?
Setting
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Problem – Complication

249

When did it happen?

Solution - Resolution

Ending - Conclusion

USE EXCITING WORDS

Specialised Edition

Lily pads and Frogs:
To use when solving multiplication
and division problems.

Tea
c
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